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ABSTRACT 

The transfer equations for the polarized radiation of astrophysical, 22 GHz water masers are solved in the 
presence of a magnetic field which causes a Zeeman splitting that is much smaller than the spectral line 
breadth. We focus upon the relationship between the recently detected circular polarization in this maser radi- 
ation and the strength of the magnetic field. In initial assessments, others have found that the observed polar- 
ization is indicative of the strongest magnetic fields yet detected in regions of star formation (^50 mG). 

In these estimates for the magnetic field, important ways in which the transfer of the 22 GHz maser radi- 
ation differs from the transfer of nonmaser radiation due to a single transition have not been considered. 
These include the narrowing and rebroadening of the spectral line with increasing optical depth, the merging 
of hyperfine components, deviations of the molecular velocities from a Maxwellian distribution, unequal popu- 
lations of the magnetic substates, the influence of cross-relaxation, and the generation of circularly polarized 
radiation due to changes in direction of the linear polarization. 

Major uncertainties in the inferred strengths of the magnetic fields due to these considerations tend to occur 
mostly when the flux of maser radiation is high and the maser is saturated. The observed spectral line breadths 
are found to be good indicators of whether the radiative flux is high enough that such effects are significant. 
For example, when the breadth is smaller than about 0.8 km s-1 (FWHM), we calculate that the uncertainty 
is less than a factor of about 2. The accuracy is improved significantly when the angle between the line of 
sight and the direction of the magnetic field does not exceed ~45°. Our “best values” for the strengths of the 
inferred magnetic fields are about f of those obtained previously. For the maser fluxes and for the magnetic 
field strengths believed to be relevant, the Zeeman frequency is much greater than the rate for stimulated 
emission. The calculations here are performed with approximations appropriate for this regime. 

Uncertainty in the strength of the magnetic field due to lack of knowledge about which hyperfine transition 
is the source of the 22 GHz masers is removed. The 22 GHz maser feature is found to be the result of a 
merger of the three strongest hyperfine components. The merger itself introduces little uncertainty. This over- 
lapping of the hyperfine components, by itself, causes the profile for the net circular polarization (i.e., the 
Stokes V parameter) to be quite asymmetric. One sense of the circular polarization tends to dominate. 
Subject headings: atomic processes — ISM: magnetic fields — masers — polarization — stars: formation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fiebig & Güsten (1989, hereafter FG) have reported the detection of weak circular polarization (about 10"3 fractionally) in the 
spectra of 22 GHz water masers in regions of star formation. The polarization is believed to be a result of the Zeeman effect in which 
the splittings due to the magnetic field are much smaller than the spectral line breadth. A straightforward analysis similar to that 
used for nonmasing spectral lines at radio frequencies yields, for the typical strength of the component of the magnetic field parallel 
to the line of sight, B cos 0 = 50, 80, or 670 mG depending upon which of the three strongest hyperfine transitions (7-6, 6-5, or 5-4) 
is assumed to be the masing transition. Such magnetic fields are reasonable. Magnetic field strengths of 1-10 mG are indicated from 
observations of OH masers in regions of star formation. Stronger magnetic fields in the water masers are plausible since they 
probably are in gas that is more dense by factors of 10-1000 than that of the OH masers. The Zeeman features of the OH masers in 
these regions are well separated, and their interpretation is not susceptible to the same types of uncertainties as for the H20 masers. 
Magnetic fields are believed to play an important role in the formation of stars and in the gas dynamics of star-forming regions. 
Their detection at the highest gas densities and closest to the centers of star formation is thus of particular significance. The 
magnetic field strengths inferred from the observations of 22 GHz water masers are the strongest yet detected in regions of star 
formation. 

Inferences about the strengths of the magnetic field B from the observations of water masers have been based upon the 
relationship (FG) 

AVAv/I0 EE (Fmax - VmjAv/I0 = 2sJB cos 6 , (1) 
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for Zeeman shifts of the spectral lines that are much smaller than the spectral line breadth. Here Vmax and Vmin are maximum and 
minimum values of Stokes V parameter across the spectral line (V — left circularly polarized intensity minus right circularly 
polarized intensity; note that the sign of V here is opposite to that of FG). In equation (1), Av is the width of the spectral line 
(FWHM) in km s-1, 70 is the intensity at line center, 6 is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the direction of 
propagation of the radiation, and 3/ is a constant that depends upon the particular molecular transition = 13.4, 8.3, and 
1.0 x 10 ~3, respectively, for the F = 7-6,6-5, and 5-4 hyperfine components of the 22 GHz transition). An expression of the form of 
equation (1) is commonly used for interpreting the circular polarization of nonmasing spectral lines. It has been obtained for the 22 
GHz masers by treating the spectral line in a manner similar to that for nonmasing transitions. This ignores a number of seemingly 
important aspects of the radiative transfer of masers. For a maser, the spectral line first narrows as a function of optical depth to 
about one-fifth of its original breadth and then rebroadens after the maser becomes radiatively saturated (Litvak 1970). In saturated 
masers, the velocities of the molecules in the masing states can deviate from a Maxwellian distribution, and the populations of the 
magnetic substrates of an energy level can become unequal. Cross-relaxation due to trapped infrared radiation is expected to be 
rapid. This process influences the distributions of molecular velocities and the population of hyperfine states and magnetic 
substates. We have, in addition, recently shown that circularly polarized radiation is generated as a result of the change in direction 
of the linear polarization when the stimulated emission rate approaches the Zeeman frequency (Nedoluha & Watson 1990b). In 
certain assessments of the 22 GHz masers, it has been concluded that they are highly saturated with radiative fluxes that are larger 
by factors of 100 than the minimum flux for saturation (e.g., Reid & Moran 1981). The rate for stimulated emission would then be 
about 100 s”1 and similar to the indicated Zeeman frequencies. In this case, the above effects should certainly be important and the 
radiative transfer would be expected to be quite different from that of nonmasing transitions. Finally, we have shown that the 22 
GHz spectral line actually is composed of all three of the strongest hyperfine transitions under plausible physical conditions 
(Nedoluha & Watson 1991). 

In § 2 we describe the basic physical processes for the transport of polarized maser radiation in the presence of a magnetic field 
that causes Zeeman splittings which are much smaller than the spectral line breadth. The results of the numerical solution of the 
equations of radiative transfer and the associated rate equations for the molecular populations are presented in § 3. We focus on 
examining the usefulness of equation (1) for the 22 GHz maser radiation. Our conclusions about the reliability of the 22 GHz maser 
radiation as a diagnostic for strong magnetic fields in star-forming and other regions of the interstellar gas are summarized in § 4. 
We find that the observed spectral line breadth is a useful indicator for the possible deviations from equation (1). 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

2.1. Without Explicitly Including Cross-Relaxation 
We calculate the intensity, linear polarization, and circular polarization (the Stokes I, Q, and V parameters, respectively) due to 

the combined effects of the three strongest hyperfine components. The separations are 0.45 and 0.58 km s-1 between the F = 7-6, 
6-5, and 5-4 components, and the relative line strengths are 0.385, 0.324, and 0.273, respectively. We have verified in previous 
calculations that only these three components make a significant contribution (Deguchi & Watson 1986; Nedoluha & Watson 
1991). The calculations below are performed for the regime in which the Zeeman frequency gQ, is much greater than the rate for 
stimulated emission R, the decay rate F for the molecular excitations, and the rate F,, for cross-relaxation. The exact relevance of this 
regime of parameters to the observations will be discussed in §§ 3 and 4, as well as the relaxation of the molecular states. In this 
regime, the calculations are greatly simplified because the off-diagonal elements are negligible in the quantum mechanical density 
matrix that describes the molecular states. Ordinary rate equations for the populations of the magnetic substates are then adequate. 
These can be obtained directly from the more general forms of the equations given by Deguchi & Watson (1990; see their eqs. [A39] 
and [A40]). For the number density of water molecules n(F, a, v) as a function of molecular velocity v parallel to the direction of 
propagation of the maser radiation, and in the magnetic substate a of the hyperfine state F of the upper (616) rotational state, 

O = Àp(v) - Tn(F, a, v) - (2n/ch2)AQ £ 
b 

[n(F, a, v) - n(F\ b, 1;)] J dcoyF
abU(co)«Fa \ d+ \ Fby\Fa \ d+ \ F'b} 

+ {Fa I I Fby*{Fa \ d. \ Fb}) - Q(co)({Fa \ d+ \ Fb}*{Fa | | Fb} + <Fa | | Fb}*{Fa \ d+ \ Fb}) 

+ V(œ)({Fa I d+ \ Fby*{Fa \ d+ \ Fb} - {Fa | | Fb}*{Fa \ d. \ Ffc»] (2) 

in the usual approximation of steady state. The pumping rate kF has a Maxwellian velocity dependence and is the same for all 
magnetic substates (isotropic pumping) and all hyperfine states of the 616 energy level, F is the decay rate for the molecular 
excitation, and the integral is over the angular frequency a> of the maser radiation. There are similar rate equations for the number 
of densities n(F, b, v) in the magnetic substates b of the Ff hyperfine states of the lower (5 23) rotational state. An integration over 
angles is not necessary in equation (2) because we make the usual approximation of nearly one-dimensional propagation for the 
maser radiation. The angular integration is thus replaced by the solid angle ÀQ for the beaming of the maser radiation. Also 

F = r  
yab r2 +1>4 - «(i - t>/c)]2 ’ w 

where œlb is the angular frequency of the radiation between the magnetic substate a of the hyperfine state F and the substate b of the 
hyperfine state F' = F — 1. With an angle 6 between the direction of propagation of the maser radiation and the direction of the 
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magnetic field, the matrix elements are 

<Fa I d+ I F'b) = {Fa\dM=l \ F'b)(l + cos 0)/2 + i<Fa \dM=0\ F’b) sin 0/^/2 - {Fa |dM=-il ^'^>(1 - cos 9)/2 (4) 

and 

{Fa I d_ I F'b} = ~{Fa\dM=l\F'b}(l - cos d)/2 + i{Fa \dM=0\ F'b} sin 6/^/2 + {Fa\dM=_1\ F'b}(l + cos 0)/2 (5) 

in terms of the dipole matrix elements in the coordinate system with its z-axis parallel to the magnetic field, 

hr3 3 
I {Fa I dM I F'b} I2 = — — Af ^-iCCiF - 1, 1, i>, M | Fa)]2 . (6) 

co on 

In equation (6), C(F — 1,1, h, M | F, a) is a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient (e.g., Messiah 1962; also Deguchi & Watson 1990) and 

\F F_1 = 1.858 x IO”9 [39 LSf f-1/(2F + 1)] s"1 , (7) 

where LSF F_ x is the fractional line strength (0.385,0.324, or 0.273) of the hyperfine F to F - 1 transition (e.g., Townes & Schawlow 
1975; also Deguchi & Watson 1986). 

The equations of radiative transfer for the Stokes parameters per unit angular frequency I(m), Q(m) and V(m) which represent the 
total intensity, linearly polarized intensity, and circularly polarized intensity, respectively, are (Deguchi & Watson 1990) 

^ = (Al6 + Al5 + Aplico) + (Bl6 + B6J + Bl*)Q(co) + (C¡6 + Cf + C^)V(œ), 
as 

^7^ = (Al6 + A6J + Al*)Q(w) + (Bl6 + B6J + 5*4)/(co), 

(8) 

(9) 

and 

dV(œ) 
ds = (Al6 + At + Al*)V(co) + (Cl6 + C6J + CtïMco). (10) 

Here, s is the distance measured along the direction of propagation and the coefficients are determined from the populations of the 
magnetic substrates, 

AfJ" = ^ £ Í dv{[n(F, a, v) - n(F', b, v)-]yab({Fa\d+\ F'b}*{Fa\d+\ F’b} + {Fa\d.\F'b}*{Fa\d.\ F'b})} , (11) 
a,b J 

5FF, = _ 2*m f dv^n(F, v) _ n(F b, vj]yah({Fa \d+\ F'b}* {Fa \ \ F'b) + {Fa\d.\F'b}*{Fa\d+\F'b})} , (12) 

a,bJ 

and 

c"' = ^ £ Í dv{(n(F, a, v) - n(F', b, v)}yab({Fa\d+ \F'b}*{Fa \d+\F'b} - {Fa \d_ | F'b}*{Fa\ d. \ F'b})} . (13) 
a,b J 

The integrals over velocity and angular frequency can be evaluated to sufficient accuracy by recognizing that yF
b is strongly 

peaked so that 

J" dvytbn(F, a, v) ^ n[F, a, c(m - o/ab)/o)] J* dvyab ~ ncn[F, a, c(m — (otb)/co]/co (14) 

and 

d(oyrabl((o) ^ I[mFJ(\ - r/c)] J”d(oyF
ab ^ nIiœF

abl(\ - v/cj\ . (15) 

We numerically evaluate the equations of radiative transfer at enough frequencies Wj (typically 100) to characterize the spectral 
line profile. This requires that the populations be evaluated at the related velocities; i.e., for populations n(F, a, r) and n(F' = F — 1, 
b, v) at the velocities given by 

<»oo - «Z1 - vj/c) = 0 • <16) 

Here oiqo is angular frequency of the radiation between the hyperfine F and F' = F - 1 states in the absence of a magnetic field. 
Equation (16) defines vF. The populations that are required, for example, to apply equation (14) can then be found to sufficient 
accuracy in terms of the populations and their derivatives at vF; e.g., 

n[F, a, c(cOj - ofy/ojj] cx n(F, a, 
dn(F, a, v) 

dv 
(17) 
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where Ma and Mb are the quantum numbers of the magnetic substates a and b. Similarly, 

IlcoFJ(l - vtj/c)-] c I(cOj) + 
dljco) 

0(0 (0 = (0j 
(18) 

The derivatives are evaluated in terms of the populations and intensities at (j + 1) and (j — 1). 
The shifts in energy due to the magnetic field B for the energy levels of water characterized by the quantum numbers (J, F, I) and 

magnetic substate MF are (e.g., Gordy & Cook 1970; also FG) 

AE = -(ocjQj + ocj gj)fiN MfB = MFh — , (19) 

where 

otj = IJ(J + 1) + F(F + 1) - /(/ + 1)]/2F(F + 1) (20) 

and 

a/ = [F(F + 1) + 1(1 + 1) - J(J + 1)]/2F(F + 1) (21) 

(eqs. [19]-[21] are also valid when F and J are replaced by F' and F). Here, fiN is the nuclear magneton, g¡ = 5.585, g6 = 0.6565 and 
g5 = 0.6959 (Kukolich 1969). Since gQF ^ g&F, the Zeeman shifts of the various spectral lines of a specified AM (e.g., AM = +1) are 
not equal but spread over a range of frequencies that is comparable with the average difference in frequency between the AM = +1 
and AM = — 1 groups of spectral lines. The foregoing gives for the 616 state, (in radians s-1), gil7/2 = 6510, gCl6/2 = 3710, and 
g£l5/2 = —790 whereas for the 523 state, g£l6/2 = 7240, gQ5/2 = 4120, and 0Ü4/2 = —1340. 

2.2. Cross-Relaxation 
In equation (2), the effect of “cross-relaxation” is not explicitly included. Trapped infrared radiation involving the maser states 

tends to randomize the molecular velocities of the populations of the masing states (Goldreich & Kwan 1974). It also tends to 
randomize the populations of the magnetic substates and the populations of the hyperfine states (Goldreich, Keeley, & Kwan 1973). 
The rates at which these three types of relaxation occur are not exactly the same but should be similar. They occur with essentially 
every emission or absorption of an infrared photon by a masing state. The relevant rate is roughly the sum of the inverse lifetimes of 
the states for emission of infrared radiation—a rate that is insensitive to exact physical conditions of the masing gas. In contrast, the 
emission of an infrared photon by a masing state contributes to the decay of molecular excitation F only when the photon escapes 
from the gas or is otherwise eliminated. These infrared transitions ordinarily are expected to have large optical depths in the water 
masers. Most such infrared photons are then reabsorbed and simply excite another water molecule. Cross-relaxation is thus 
expected to be effective with a rate F,, that is considerably larger than the decay rate F. A detailed calculation of the relaxation of the 
molecular velocities gives F^ = 2 s-1 for this rate at 400 K (Anderson & Watson 1991) and is in excellent agreement with the 
estimate of 1 s-1 at the same temperature by Goldreich & Kwan (1974). “Elastic” collisions between the masing water molecules 
and hydrogen molecules can, in principle, also cause the relaxation of the molecular velocities (Nedoluha & Watson 1988). 
However, the rate for this relaxation process is slower than that for trapped infrared radiation in the 22 GHz water masers and is 
unimportant (Anderson & Watson 1991). 

The effect of relaxation is to drive the velocities toward a Maxwellian distribution and to drive the populations of the magnetic 
substates of a rotational energy level (i.e., the 616 or the 5 23) toward equality. A reasonable way to approximate the effects of trapped 
radiation is then to assume that at every reabsorption of a trapped infrared photon, the newly excited molecule has a velocity that is 
randomly chosen from within a Maxwellian distribution and a magnetic substate that is chosen at random from the substates of the 
rotational energy level of the original, excited molecule. The likelihood of a particular hyperfine state is then proportional to its 
degeneracy. The foregoing idealization has the desirable feature that it yields the correct solutions in the limit of very large (as well 
as small) rates for cross-relaxation. Equation (2) would thus be modified by subtracting a term Tv n(F, a, v) and by adding 

r„ #0 I i dvn(F, a, v) / £ (2F + 1), (22) 
F,a J IF 

where (¡)(v) is a normalized Maxwellian velocity distribution at the kinetic temperature of the gas (e.g., Nedoluha & Watson 1991). 
The rate equation for n(F\ b, v) would be modified in a similar manner. We now show that for the purposes here, introducing this 
cross-relaxation is equivalent to replacing F by (F + Tv) in the equations of § 2.1. That is, whereas the solutions for the spectral line 
breadths and fractional polarization from the equations of § 2.1 scale with (flux/F) or (/ AQ/F), they now scale with [flux/(F + FJ] 
or [/ AQ/(F + FJ]. 

First, from equation (2) modified with these terms for cross-relaxation together with the anlogous rate equations for n(F', b, v), 
generate linear equations in the population differences 

0 = 12f(v) - 2f,(v)-] - (F + rv)ln(F, a, i;) - n(F', b, t;)] 

Í 
(2n/ch2) Yj Ln(F, a, u) - n(F', b", i;)] dmyab..{a, b") - (2n/ch2) Y in(F, a", v) - n(F", b, r)] dmya..b{a", b} 

+ r„#>) I2F+ 1 
F 

1 Y j dvn(F, a', i>) - ( £ 2F + 1 ) 1 £ j dvn(F', b', v) , 
F,a' J \F' / F',b' J J 

(23) 
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where 

{a, b} = I(œ)An((Fa \ d+ \ F'b)*<.Fa \ d+ \ F'b} + <Fa | d_ | Fb>*<Fa \d_\ F’b}) - Q(co)Ail«Fa \ d+ \ F'fe>*<Fa | d_ | F'b} 

+ <Fa|d_ I F'b)* {Fa \ d+ \ F'b)) + F(cü)Aii«Fa | d+ \ F'b)* {Fa \ d+ \ F'b) - {Fa\d_\ F'b)* {Fa \ d_ | F'b)) (24) 

with a', a", b', b" substituted appropriately to obtain other expressions for the curly brackets as indicated. Separate out the 
Maxwellian velocity dependence in the pumping rate and express 

Àf{v) — lr(v) = (f>(v)AA . (25) 

Divide equation (23) by equation (25). Subtract the result from a second similar equation, but at a different velocity v' and with 
different substates a' and b' to obtain 

+(2,/rf), ^ í—^ i - fe"} 
r + r„ 

I"n(Fu a", F) - MF), b', F)1 f , {a", b'} 
wch > ? L W) J J ■ 

(26) 

Equation (26) can be viewed as a large, homogeneous set of linear algebraic equations with the population differences divided by 
4>(v) as the unknowns. There can be as many choices of velocity as are needed to define molecular velocity distribution. This set of 
equations can be solved to yield the ratios of these population differences to a single population difference at a single velocity. That 
is, a solution can be found for 

[n(Ft, a', F) - MF), b', v')~]l4>{vr) [n(F2, a", v") - n(F'2, b", t>")]/<ft(i>") ^ 
[n(F, a, v) - n(F', b, v))/4>(v) ’ [n(F, a, t>) - n(F', b, t))]/0(u) 

which depends upon the intensities only through the quantities [/(û))A£2/(F + r„)], [Q(<w)AÍ2/(r + FJ] and [F(ct))AÍ2/(F + F,.)]. 
Equation (26) differs from what would be obtained in the absence of cross-relaxation only in the replacement of F by (F + F,,). 
Hence the solutions in equation (27) that are found at intensities /, Q, and F in the absence of cross-relaxation will be valid at 
intensities (I, Q, F) x (F + Fr)/F when cross-relaxation is included. 

We now show that the quantities of interest here—the fractional polarizations and the spectral line profile as represented by 
[F(a»)//0], [Q(co)/Io], and [7(co)//0], where I0 is the peak intensity—are functions only of /0 AD/(F + r0). Rearranging equations 
(8)-(10) yields 

rf[F(a>)/i0] = 1 i^coMolCFM/fp] + (CJA0)U((a)/Io] _ F(co)) 

dUo AD/(F + F„)] [/0 Afi/(F + F„)] \ 1 + (B0/A0)(Q0/I0) + (CJA^VJIM I0 j ’ 

¿[<2M4q] 
d[/0AQ/(F + F,.)] 

and 

(29) 

rf[/(qj)/Jo] = 1 i\ (AJA0)U((ti)/I0'] ± (gCTMo)[g(ft))//0] + (Co,Mo)[F(co)//0] _ I(co)/I0 ~j 

dUo AQ/(F + F„)] [/0Afi/(r + F„)] j 1+(Bo/A0Wo/I0) + (C0/A0)(Vo/Io) /0 AQ/(F + FJJ ' 1 ' 

Aa, Ba, Cm, A0, B0, and C0 are linear in the [n(F, a', t>) - MF’, b', r)] and the ratios of all these to the chosen [n(F, a, v) - MF', b, p)] 
in equation (27) are functions only of the /(tt))AÍ2/(F + F,,). The chosen [n(F, a, v) - MF', b, p)] then simply cancels out in the ratios 
(AJA0), {CJA0), etc. These terms are thus functions only of /(a>)An/(F + FJ, Q(oj)AD/(F + r„) and F(ct))Ai2/(F + F„). Since the 
initial values of Q(m) and V(m) are zero, Q(a>)/I0 and V(co)/I0 are also functions only of I0 AD/(F + F„) from equations (28H30). The 
solution of the entire calculation for [F(<u)/70], [0(co)//0], and [/(co)/70] can then be expressed as a function of I0 AÍ2/(F + Fr) alone! 

In summary, we can solve the equations of § 2.1 with F,; explicitly included and recognize that the solution can be scaled with 
I0 AÍ2 ( I ’ + Fr). That is, the effects of cross-relaxation on the spectral line profiles and fractional polarizations for a maser with a 
peak intensity 7Ó are given exactly by these quantities computed in the absence of cross-relaxation but with a peak intensity 
/0 = r0 F/(r + r„). We have previously shown this to be valid for the spectral line profile [i.e., for /(m)//0] by explicit computation 
(Nedoluha & Watson 1991). 

3. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

The foregoing equations are solved numerically in the usual approximation of one-dimensional propagation for the maser 
radiation. One-dimensional propagation is considered to be a good approximation because of the strong propensity for the maser 
rays that have paths with the greater amplifications to dominate (e.g., Alcock & Ross 1985). Evidence from the interpretation of the 
observations of the 22 GHz water masers also supports the premise of small beaming angles and hence one-dimensional propaga- 
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tion (e.g., Genzel 1986; Nedoluha & Watson 1991). To perform the numerical integrations, a choice must be made for the product of 
the brightness temperature Tb of the continuum radiation that is incident onto the masing region and the solid angle of the maser 
beam [note Tb = 4n3c2I(co)/kœ2]. All of the results presented here are based on an incident Tb Afi = 0.1 K sr. We have verified that 
our results are insensitive to this choice by performing additional computations in which the incident T,, Afi is varied over several 
orders of magnitude. We consider only incident radiation that is unpolarized. All of the intensities obtained by solving equations (2) 
and (8H10) are proportional to the choice for the decay rate T, or (T + EJ when cross-relaxation is included according to § 2.2. In 
presenting actual intensities or brightness temperatures, we adopt F = 1 s 1, which is representative of the more realistic choice 
(F + FJ = 1 s “1 (see §§ 2.2 and 4). The results that we present for T¡, Afi > 1011 K sr may be unreliable for 0 # 0. For T(, Afi = 10 
K sr, the characteristic rate for stimulated emission 

R~AkTbAn/4nhm (31) 

is about 10s 1. whereas the values of gfi in the stronger two hyperfine transitions are about 100 s 1 for magnetic fields of 10 mG. 

-1.0 -0.5 0 05 1.0 

Fig 1 —Intensity I (solid line) and fractional circular polarization (dashed line) given as the ratio of the Stokes V parameter to the peak value of the intensity I0, 
for the 22 GHz maser transition. I and (V/!0) are presented as a function of frequency (expressed as the equivalent Doppler velocity in km s ) across the spectra 
line. All intensities I are normalized to the same peak height; (V/I0) are in units of KT3 (B/20 mG) as indicated. The three panels are obtained at three thermal 
velocities v.h (km s-1) as indicated. Within each panel, spectra are presented at three radiative fluxes (peak values) 7; Ail (K sr) = 0.5 x 10 , 0.5 x 10 , 0.5 x 10 , 
and are labeled by the exponents 9,10 and 11. The propagation angle is 0 = 0 for all spectra (t> = 0 at the rest frequency for the 6-5 transition). 

Fig. 2.—Same as Fig. 1 except that here the propagation angle 6 = 15° 
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Hence, the requirement gQ R for ignoring the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in our calculations is not well satisfied 
at higher values for Tb AQ and all magnetic fields within the range of chief interest (R > 10 mG). At 0 = 0, the off-diagonal elements 
that become significant with increasing intensity are not presentí Our results at 0 = 0 should thus be reliable up to the highest Tb AQ 
for which they are presented. 

In Figures 1-4, we present spectral line profiles of the total intensity and of the fractional circular and linear polarization for 
representative choices of the relevant parameters—the propagation angle 0 and the thermal breadth vth (FWHM) of the Maxwellian 
distribution of particle velocities. For a kinetic temperature T in kelvins, i;th = 0.5 (T/100)1/2 km s-1. Line profiles are 
presented for peak maser fluxes 7¡AQ of 0.5 x 109,0.5 x 1010, and 0.5 x 1011 K sr. The profiles at the lowest flux are representative 
of those of the lower fluxes before the rebroadening of the spectral line occurs (see Fig. 5; also Nedoluha & Watson 1991). The 
profiles at the other two fluxes are representative for intermediate and nearly complete rebroadening of the spectral line. Narrowing 
occurs because the amplification is greatest near line center when the molecules have a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Rebroad- 
ening occurs when the velocity distribution deviates from a Maxwellian due to rapid stimulated emission and the populations at 
velocities corresponding to line center are depleted. Except for Figure 9, all of our calculations are performed for a magnetic field 
strength R = 20 mG. In the calculations of this section, Stokes V is proportional to R at least up to the highest magnetic fields 
(80 mG) studied in Figure 9. We emphasize that as a result of the narrowing and rebroadening of the spectral lines of masers as a 
function of the emergent radiative flux, there is a relationship between the flux (and hence the polarization characteristics) and the 
spectral line breadth (Nedoluha & Watson 1991). For example, observed spectral line breadths Av less than about 0.8 km s-1 

(FWHM) are only compatible with fluxes TbAQ < 1010 K sr. Without additional causes for broadening, larger observed breadths 
require larger values for TbAQ. Our calculations for the 22 GHz maser transition do, of course, include all three hyperfine 

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 IO 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

Fig. 3.—Similar to Fig. 1 except that here the fractional linear polarization (the ratio of the Stokes Q parameter to the peak value of the intensity /0) is given 
{dashed line), together with the normalized intensity I {solid line). {Q/I0) is in units of 0.1. The propagation angle is 0 = 75°, and spectra are shown for only two 
radiative fluxes {Q/I0 is negligible at Tb AQ = 0.5 x 109 K sr). 

Fig. 4.—Similar to Fig. 1 except that here only the hyperfine 7-6 transition is included in the calculations. Normalized / {solid line) and V/I0 in units of 10'3 

[B/20 mG] {dashed line) are shown in the upper panel. Normalized / and Q/I0 in units of 0.1 {dashed line) are in the lower panel. All profiles are for a peak flux 
TbAQ. = 0.5 x 1010 K sr. The three profiles are calculated with different rth (km s“1) according to the labels. The location of i; = 0 is still at the rest frequency of the 
hyperfine 6-5 transition, and the propagation angle 6 is 75°. 
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Fig. 5.—Fractional circular polarization difference(Fmax - Vmin)/I0 = AV/10 (in units of 10“ 3 [Æ/20 mG]) and spectral line breadth At; km s -1 (FWHM) vs. peak 
emergent maser flux Tb AQ K sr. Each panel represents calculations at a particular choice of vth km s"1 as indicated. The three curves for AF//0 in the upper panel are 
labeled according to the propagation angle 9; those in the lower panel have the same meaning. The discontinuity in At; for thet;th = 0.6 km s"1 profile occurs because 
the peak of the hyperfine 5—4 transition becomes equal to one-half of the peak of the total / profile at this Tb AQ. 

components as described in § 2.1. For comparison purposes, we also present results from calculations involving the hyperfine 7-6 
transition alone. 

The profiles for the circular polarization V of the 22 GHz transition are quite different from that of a single spectral line. In all 
cases, the overlap of hyperfine components causes one of the circular polarizations to dominate across most of the spectral line. We 
have examined numerous additional profiles of V at higher, lower, and intermediate values for Tb AQ. Only at the lowest kinetic 
temperature (vth = 0.5 km s- x) and for much lower Tb AQ do we find profiles for V that are approximately antisymmetric about line 
center. The spectral breadths for these (Av ^1/4 km s~x) would be smaller than what is observed and a kinetic temperature would 
be required that is lower than seems to be required from considerations of the pumping. For comparison, we artificially suppress the 
other two hyperfine transitions and calculate profiles for V for the hyperfine 7-6 transition alone. These do exhibit the expected 
antisymmetric variation about the center of the spectral line as shown in Figure 4. 

To understand why one circular polarization tends to dominate, consider the equations of radiative transfer in the unsaturated 
(R F) regime. Here, the populations and hence and A™ are independent of intensity. Integration of equation (10) yields 

V(co)/I(co) = (Cl6 + C6J + C^) s , (32) 

where s is the length of the path through the masing region. Thus, the sense of the net circular polarization as a function of frequency 
is given by the sign of (Cl6 + C£5 + C^4). In the unsaturated limit where all of the [n(F, a, v) — n(F', b, vj] are equal and independent 
of flux, and their dependence on velocity is that of a Maxwellian, equation (13) as well as equations (11) and (12), can then readily be 
evaluated to give a quantity proportional to the sum on the right-hand side of equation (32), 

(cl6 + c6j + O oc l(v - 0.45) exp { ~[(v - 0.45)/(0.6O]2} + 0.52«; exp {-[>/0.6«;th]
2} 

+ 0.052(i; + 0.58) exp {-[(«; + 0.58)/(0.6t>th)]2}]B cos 8 . (33) 

As in the figures, we express the frequency of the radiation in equation (33) in terms of the equivalent Doppler velocity (km s '), 

v = (co- m65)c/(065 (34) 
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Fig. 6.—Fractional linear polarization {Q0/I0) at the peak of the intensity / (also the peak in Q) vs. peak maser flux Tb AQ K sr. To the accuracy that can be shown, 
these curves are the same for the full 22 GHz profile and for the hyperfine 7-6 transition alone. They are also the same for the three values ofuth (0.6, 1.0, and 2.0 km 
s_1) that we consider. 

relative to the angular frequency co65 of the hyperfine 6-5 transition at rest and in the absence of a magnetic field. Equation (33) 
passes through zero at t; = 0.38,0.31, and 0.28 km s_ 1 for vth = 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0 km s“1, respectively. The locations of these zeros in 
equation (33) and hence in the Stokes V parameter are in excellent agreement with those found for the profiles before rebroadening 
in Figures 1 and 2. They indicate an asymmetric V(co) since these zeros are well away from the peaks in the total intensities. The 
locations of these peaks in the intensities in the unsaturated regime could also be verified by a calculation for the A™' analogous to 
that leading to equation (33). Under certain circumstances, the profile for V can be related to the derivative of the profile for the 
intensity I. That is not the case here because of the combined effect of the blending of the three hyperfine components and of having 
different values of gil for the various states. 

When R from equation (31) becomes comparable with F, the populations of the magnetic substates of a given hyperfine state are 
no longer equal. Then, from equation (12), # 0 and linear polarization Q is generated. In Figure 6, we show the ratio (Qo/^o) at 

the frequency of the peak in intensity I. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the variation of Q{co) across the spectral line tends to follow the 
variation in I(co). The fractional linear polarization as presented in Figure 6 is essentially the same for all three choices of vth, for the 
7-6 transition alone, and for the entire 22 GHz feature with the three hyperfine components. Note that Q is defined here as the 
difference between the intensities of the radiation polarized perpendicular and parallel to the plane containing the direction of the 
magnetic field and the line of sight (i.e., Ô = ~ ^ii)* 

The Stokes component U of the linear polarization is zero here because the calculations are being performed in the regime 
gil > R. 

To examine how well the relationship of equation (1) applies to the results of our calculations, we present (A F Av/I0)B cos 9 in 
Figure 7 for representative choices for the propagation angle 0 and the thermal breadth i>th. For comparison purposes, calculations 
are also presented for the 7-6 hyperfine transition alone by suppressing the other two hyperfine components. 

Although equation (1) was obtained for the completely antisymmetric profile for V due to a single line, we see that it is still an 
excellent way to summarize our calculations at fluxes below those at which significant rebroadening occurs {TbAQ ^ 1010 K sr) 
provided that AF = (Vmax — is taken from the asymmetric profile of F that we calculate. Our “best value” for the constant stf 
in equation (1) is 0.020 km s~1 G_ 1 based on the 9 = 0 curve at Tb AQ = 109 K sr for vth =1.0 km s -1 (400 K) in Figure 7. The value 
of from the 7-6 transition alone in Figure 7 is 0.015 km s-1 G“1 which is almost exactly the same as the 0.013 km s-1 G-1 

obtained by FG for the 7-6 transition. In the regime TbAQ < 1010 K sr, deviations from equation (1) with s/ = 0.020 km s-1 G-1 

range over less than a factor of about 2. In practice, they may be smaller. The lower i;th can probably be eliminated from 
considerations about the pumping of the masers (e.g., Neufeld & Melnick 1990). It also seems unrealistic to expect that there can be 
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Fig. 7.—The fractional circular polarization as described by the quantity (AV Av/I0)/B cos 6 [km s“1 G_1] vs. peak maser flux TbA£l K sr. Left panel: full 22 
GHz transition; right panel: hyperfine 7-6 transition alone (in the right panel, the spectral line breadth Ar is also shown). Calculations are shown for three 
propagation angles 0 (0°, 45°, and 75°) which are identified by the type of line as labeled in the right panel. In the left panel, calculations are shown for three values of 
vth (0.6, 1.0, and 2.0 km s_1) as indicated at low TbAQ where the calculations for different 0 merge. In the right panel, calculations for all three yth yield the same 
results. 
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enough gas at temperatures near 1000 K in interstellar clouds so that a large fraction of the 22 GHz masers can have vth as large as 
2 km s-1. At fluxes above IO10 K sr, the deviations between equation (1) and the range of possibilities reflected in our calculations 
become larger—especially at propagation angles 0 > 45° and perhaps as large as factor of 5 at 1011 K sr. If the propagation angles 0 
are not too large (0 < 45°), our calculations agree with equation (1) to a factor of about two at all fluxes with s/ = 0.02 km s 1 G 1. 

The basis for equation (1) is, of course, that (A F Av/I0) is constant in the unsaturated regime as the spectral line of the maser 
becomes narrower and more intense. We can see this readily, at least for the case of a single transition. Using the fact that the optical 
depths of interest are much greater than one and that the variation of the optical depth tv as a function of the frequency (expressed 
as a Doppler velocity v) across the spectral line is a Maxwellian, we can find the spectral line breadth 

Av/vth ^ To 1/2 . (35) 

Here, t0 is the optical depth at the peak of the intensity. 
To find the maximum in the Stokes V parameter across the spectral line, differentiate the V obtained from equation (32). Use the 

fact that for a single transition in the unsaturated regime is proportional to v multiplied by a Maxwellian and that xv is 
proportional to this Maxwellian. The maximum in V occurs at a velocity t;m which is then given by the solution of 

exp L-(vJ0.6vih)2] = 
1 - 2(vJ0.6vth)2 

2(vJ0.6vJ2 
(36) 

Since (vJ0.6vth)2 < 1, 

(vJ0.6vth)2 - 1/(2t0) . (37) 

Inserting this back into equation (32) and relating Ivto I0 yields 

AF//0 oc (t0)1/2 . (38) 

The product of equations (35) and (38) is thus constant with increasing maser flux as long as the maser is unsaturated. It is the basis 
for understanding the valuable relationship of equation (1). 

In Figure 8, we show directly the relationship between AV/Iq and the spectral line breadth Av, for representative thermal breadths 
and propagation angles. The peak linear polarization Q0/Io is also shown. The curves in Figure 8 for AF//0 are mostly at maser 
fluxes where at least some rebroadening is indicated in Figures 5 and 6. Variations in both AF//0 and in Av are small before 
rebroadening occurs. These larger portions of the curves in Figures 5 and 6 are thus compressed into the “hooks” at the low At; 
ends of the curves. The Q0/I0 given here represent only the region after rebroadening has begun since ß = 0 at lower fluxes. For 
increasing vih9 the polarization properties of the 22 GHz hyperfine transitions tend to behave more like that of a single transition. 

Fig. 8—Fractional circular polarization differences (AF//oX5/20 mG) {upper panels) and fractional linear polarizations {Q0/I0) at peak intensity {lower panels) vs. 
spectral line breadth Av (FWHM) in km s"1. The panels on the left-hand side are calculated with i;th = 1.0 km s 1 and those on the right-hand side, with t;th = 2.0 
km s“1. Solid lines: M\ 22 GHz spectral line; dashed lines: only the hyperfine 7-6 transition. Calculations are performed for propagation angles 6 (0°, 15°, 45°, and 
75°) as indicated. Note that the ends of the curves at small At; represent the beginnings of the rebroadening of the spectral lines. Except for the short hooks in the 
upper panels, all of the results represent profiles that are at least partly rebroadened. 
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For most observed line breadths, Qo/^o should be small (less than ~ 10%), in general agreement with observation. A comparison 
of this linear polarization with that found for transitions involving states of low angular momentum in the regime where gÇïp R 
and F (e.g., Western & Watson 1984; Nedoluha & Watson 1990a) provides an indication of the decrease in linear polarization with 
increasing angular momentum. As suggested previously, the 3-2 transition is representative of transitions involving states of higher 
angular momenta. Although a full treatment of the hyperfine states was included in the only previous calculation of the linear 
polarization of the 22 GHz transition (Deguchi & Watson 1986), this earlier calculation used the Sobolev approximation for the 
radiative transfer of the maser radiation. This approximation probably overestimates the fractional polarization at the lower 
radiative fluxes. 

Because the circular polarization in the regime here is proportional to the magnetic field strength B, the calculations presented in 
the foregoing figures have all been computed using a single strength for the magnetic field B = 20 mG. To show explicitly that V is 
proportional to B, we give AF/J0 in Figure 9 for a series of values for B and as a function of Av. If the contribution of Q(co) in the rate 
equations (2) were significant, for example, AF//0 would not be expected to be proportional to B. Although the AF/J0 in Figure 9 
are proportional to £, they are not proportional to cos 6 as is the case at fluxes below that at which rebroadening occurs (see also 
Figs. 4 and 5). The additional dependence on 6 occurs because the populations of the magnetic substates become unequal in a 
manner that depends upon 6. 

4. DISCUSSION 

It seems difficult to avoid the result that the spectrum of the circular polarization V is quite asymmetric, with the net polarization 
of one sense being larger than the other by a factor of 2-3 or more. Previous calculations have also shown that the 22 GHz 
transition should be a blend of the strongest hyperfine components except possibly at kinetic temperatures below 100 K (Nedoluha 
& Watson 1991). Such low temperatures seem unlikely since they apparently do not allow sufficient pumping for the maser which 
seems to require temperatures of about 400 K (e.g., Neufeld & Melnick 1990). In addition, the calculated spectral line breadths, At; 
(<l/4 km s-1) at temperatures below 100 K, would be significantly smaller than the observed breadths. The smooth and 
symmetrical line profiles tend to indicate that there is little, if any, additional breadth of the spectral lines due to emission from a 
number of separate components with At; < 1/4 km s-1. Even if there were, it is not evident that the antisymmetric profiles of V 
similar to those due to a single transition would result. Some form of turbulence probably does contribute to the breadths of spectral 
lines due to nonmasing transitions at radio frequencies from the interstellar gas, but the relevant length scales for the formation of 
these spectral lines is several orders of magnitude greater than the sizes of the 22 GHz masers (^ 1013 cm). Selective pumping of one 
of the hyperfine components also is difficult to imagine. The spectral line breadths of the radiative transitions at infrared wave- 
lengths that are involved in the pumping are much greater than the hyperfine splittings, and these transitions are expected to have 
large optical depths (typically 102-103) under conditions in which the pumping is adequate. Selectivity is also unlikely because there 
are a number of pathways that contribute to populating the masing states. 

The observational technique used by FG to calibrate the instrumental gains of the right and left circular modes is similar to that 
described by Crutcher & Kazes (1983). In this, it is assumed in the analysis that the power in the left and right circularly polarized 
line profiles is the same. Hence, the resulting profiles of the Stokes V parameter automatically have zero integrated area and tend to 
appear antisymmetric, as is characteristic of V for a single transition. We thus believe that our asymmetric profiles of V are 
compatible with the currently available observational information about the 22 GHz masers. Although the observations may not 
provide reliable information about the profile of F, the difference AF = (Vmax — apparently is insensitive to such uncertainties 
in calibration. Fortunately, we have found that this is the relevant quantity to relate the strength of the magnetic field to the 
observational data. 

The rates at which the molecular velocities relax toward a Maxwellian distribution and the population of the magnetic substates 
of an energy level relax toward equality are expected to be much larger than the rate F at which the inverted population of the maser 
decays. Trapping of infrared radiation is the dominant cause for both types of relaxation. The rates probably are slightly different 

o 

> 
< 

Av 
Fig. 9.—Fractional circular polarization difference (AV/10) for several values of the magnetic field strength B in mG as a function of spectral line breadth Av. 

Results of calculations are shown for two propagation angles 0 (0°, left panel; 75°, right panel). Except for the hooks in the lower panel, rebroadening of the spectral 
profiles has begun in all of these calculations. These calculations demonstrate that (AV/10) is proportional to B for the relevant range of strengths for the magnetic 
field. 
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though we ignore this and designate the rate for both as —the rate for cross-relaxation. The rate F,, is insensitive to the details of 
the model for 22 GHz masers and is determined roughly by only the Einstein ^-coefficients for infrared, radiative transitions that 
involve the maser states. It is F^ ^ 2 s_ 1 at 400 K based on recent detailed calculations (Anderson & Watson 1991). This rate is in 
excellent agreement with the estimate of Goldreich & Kwan (1974). 

The maser flux Tb A£2 at which both the spectral line profile and the polarization properties of the maser radiation change from 
those of the low-intensity regime is determined by the stimulated emission rate R for which R = (T H-FJ^Fy. Rebroadening of the 
line profile and the changes in polarization properties have a related origin. When R > ry, the maser radiation influences the 
populations. It causes the velocity dependence of the molecular excitation to deviate from a Maxwellian and the populations of the 
magnetic substates of an energy level to become unequal. For a reasonable approximation for the effect of cross-relaxation in 
determining the molecular populations, we show that the spectral and polarization characteristics are determined exactly by the 
ratio Tb AQ/(F + FJ. In practice, we do not have reliable information about TbAQ since the beaming angle ÀQ is essentially 
unknown from direct observation and may range over several orders of magnitude. We thus use the observations of the spectral line 
breadth in place constraints on Tb AQ/(F + FJ and hence on the polarization characteristics. The analysis does not thus depend 
upon specific values for F and Tv, or even upon the premise that cross-relaxation is important. 

There is one sense in which the approximate magnitude of (F + Yv) is important for our analysis. Our calculations are performed 
in the limit in which off-diagonal elements of the quantum mechanical density matrix can be ignored. This requires gil $> R. Many, if 
not most, line breadths for 22 GHz maser features (including the sample of FG) that seem to be individual components are smaller 
than about 1 km s -1 (FWHM). The relevant magnetic fields seem to be greater than at least a few mG. Magnetic fields at least this 
large in regions of star formation are also indicated by the well split, Zeeman features of the OH masers. Thus, gQ is greater than R 
by at least a factor of about 10 for the F = 7-6 and 6-5 hyperfine transitions which make the main contributions to Stokes V. 
Results of detailed calculations which do include off-diagonal elements of the density matrix suggest that the gil > R limit is then 
adequate (Nedoluha & Watson 1990b), though barely so when the difference is only one factor of 10. The gil > R approximation 
may also be valid for those masers with Av > 1 km s-1 as well if their additional line breadth is due to causes other than 
rebroadening. The fractional linear polarization of the 22 GHz maser radiation also tends to be low (Qo/I0 < 0.1) and is thus 
consistent with R that is not much greater than 1 s-1 for most 22 GHz masers. The high linear polarizations of the maser flares in 
Orion and in W75S are notable exceptions. We believe that this polarization probably is due to anisotropic pumping. The result 
from line breadth considerations that the maser radiation from the flares in Orion and W49 is highly beamed (Nedoluha & Watson 
1991) would seem to make the notion of anisotropic pumping more plausible. This allows the optical depths to be smaller in 
directions other than that along the direction of propagation of the maser radiation. Anisotropic pumping for masing in the 
presence of a magnetic field has been treated elsewhere (Western & Watson 1983,1984; Nedoluha & Watson 1990a). 

In summary, we find that the measurement of the circular polarization of 22 GHz water masers can be a surprisingly reliable 
indicator of B cos 0 despite the complicating aspects of the radiative transfer that are treated here. The order-of-magnitude 
uncertainty that previously seemed to be inherent due to lack of knowledge about which hyperfine component is masing has been 
eliminated. The relative importance of the various hyperfine components is determined by the radiative transfer and the inferred 
magnetic field strengths are insensitve to uncertainties in the blending of these components. By focusing attention on spectral line 
profiles with At; < 0.8 km s-1, the simple relationship of equation (1) with = 0.020 km s-1 G-1 can be applied to infer B cos 6 
with reasonable confidence that the complications studied here cause an uncertainty that is less than about a factor of 2. If there is 
reason to believe that 6 < 45° the uncertainty is significantly reduced. Some caution may still be warranted because we have not yet 
performed complete calculations for the full range of parameters that describe effects of the type treated by Nedoluha & Watson 
(1990b). 

We are especially indebted to R. M. Crutcher for a number of discussions about the observations, and to D. Fiebig and R. Gusten 
for verifying that our asymmetric profiles for V are compatible with their data. We are also grateful to J. Moran for helpful 
comments. This research has been supported by NASA grant NAGW-1104 and NSF grant AST 89-19614. The computations were 
performed with an allocation from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at UIUC. 
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